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to the Commission
Rule 130
Csaba Molnár (S&D)

Subject: Breach of European competition rules by the Orbán government's setting-up of a media 
holding company 

In recent years, the propaganda press has spread rapidly in Hungary. Viktor Orbán’s government is 
increasingly intervening in media ownership and the associated market conditions, resulting in the 
emergence of media that distort the EU’s core value, namely freedom of the press and of opinion, and 
that hinder free competition. Fidesz has recently set up a holding company bringing together almost 
half a thousand media, known as ‘Közép-Európai Sajtó és Média Alapítvány’ (KESMA - Central 
European Press and Media Foundation). The conditions for fair competition, which had been called 
into question by the creation of this ‘media monster’, would have been investigated by the Hungarian 
Competition Authority, which is, in principle, independent but in reality is directed by government 
puppets, but some of whose internal departments identified the concentration as problematic and 
asked for the investigation to continue. However, after the Orbán Government had described the 
setting-up of KESMA as a transaction of national strategic importance, the Competition Authority 
closed the investigation and officially approved the setting-up of the Foundation. 

The Orbán Government made it clear that competition rules do not apply to the business affairs of the 
oligarchs, because in this case the playing field is not level, the holding company having acquired a 
dominant position in relation to other market players. 90% of the Hungarian media have fallen under 
the control of a single operator as a result.

Does the Commission consider the establishment of the media holding company and the resultant 
media market conditions compatible with the European Union’s competition rules? 

Does the Commission intend to initiate proceedings under competition law with regard to this? 

If, as a result of its investigation, the Commission identifies an infringement of the law, will it arrange 
for penalties to be imposed?


